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MINUTES 
South Carolina Historical Association 
Annual Meeting - 1976 
The forty-sixth annual meeting of the Association convened at 10 
A.M. on Saturday, April 3, 1976, in Townes Auditorium at Furman Univer-
sity, Greenville, South Carolina. President Robert M. Weir welcomed 
those in attendance. Albert N. Sanders, chairman of the Furman depart-
ment of history, welcomed the group and made a series of announcements. 
John L. Brittain, The Citadel, presided over the morning session. 
Newton B. Jones, Furman, presented a paper on "The Role of the Com-
mons House of Assembly in Proprietary South Carolina," followed by a 
paper on "Christopher Gadsden" by E. Stanly Godbold, Jr., Valdosta State 
College. Wylma Wates, S. C. Department of Archives and History, com-
mented on the first paper, and Foster Farley, Newberry College, com-
mented on the second. A lively discussion ensued. 
Following the luncheon at 12:30 P.M. in the Charles E. Daniel Dining 
Hall, President Weir presided over the business session. The secretary-
treasurer presented the Financial Report, and the following were elected 
members emeritus of the Association: Robert D. Ochs, Elizabeth Davidson, 
and C. W. Bolen. A resolution in appreciation of Robert D. Ochs was pre-
sented by Bradley D. Bargar and adopted by a rising vote. The following 
officers of the Association were elected by acclamation: 
President: E. Thomas Crowson (Winthrop) 
Vice-President: Richard Gannaway (USC-Lancaster) 
Secretary-Treasurer: A. F. Huff, Jr. (Furman) 
Executive Committee: Hewitt D. Adams (Clemson) 
Editor of the Proceedings: Richard Van Hall (USC-Lancaster) 
Following the business session, Robert D. Bass presented an address, 
"The South Carolina Rangers: A Forgotten Loyalist Regiment." 
The afternoon session featured two papers: "The Slave Court System 
in Spartanburg County" by William C. Henderson, University of South 
Carolina, and "The American Nation in 1876" by Joseph T. Stukes, Francis 
Marion State College. Commenting on the papers were Julian Mims, 
Archives, and Albert N. Sanders, Furman. Lengthy discussion followed. 
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Following the afternoon session, members of the Association enjoyed 
a social hour at the Colonial Court Motel, where the dinner session con-
vened at 6:30 P.M. After dinner, Herbert A. Johnson, editor of The Papers 
of John Marshall, addressed the group. 
A. V. Huff, Jr. 
Secretary-Treasurer 
ROBERT D. OCHS 
WHEREAS: Dr. Robert David Ochs has been a member of, and a 
loyal supporter of this Association since 1946; and 
WHEREAS: Dr. Robert D. Ochs served faithfully as the Editor of 
the Proceedings of this Association from 1947 through 1953; and 
WHEREAS: Dr. R. D. Ochs contributed his knowledge and his 
talents as a member of the Association's Executive Committee, as Vice 
President in charge of the program in 1955, and also served with distinc-
tion as President of the Association in 1956; and 
WHEREAS: Dr. Ochs, as Head of the History Department of the 
University of South Carolina, made it possible for this Association to 
enjoy the enlightenment provided by numerous distinguished Visiting 
Professors from Oxford University; 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that Bob Ochs has earned and 
justly deserves the honor of Emeritus Member of the South Carolina 
Historical Association. 
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THE ROLE OF THE COMMONS HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 
IN PROPRIETARY SOUTH CAROLINA 
Newton B. Jones 
In 1663 Peter Colleton, the son of one of the proprietors, his kinsman, 
Thomas Modyford, and John Yeamans planned to establish a colony of 
Anglicans at Port Royal. These three Barbadians sought from the Lords 
Proprietors a grant of one thousand square miles on which to establish a 
self-governing colony.• While the proprietors refused their request, the 
goal of a self-governing colony was shared by the Barbadian Anglicans 
who made up the nucleus of those known in South Carolina as the Goose 
Creek men. 
In the first decade the colonists struggled first for survival and then 
for security. The utopian dreams of some of the proprietors came into con-
flict with the materialistic objectives of those in the colony. The powers 
exercised by the Commons House of Assembly in proprietary South Caro-
lina involved an obvious struggle to determine the extent of proprietary 
control of the colony. By 1719 the colonists were virtually unanimous in 
opposing the proprietors. From the 1680's to 1719 the struggle involved 
rival, but shifting, factions in the colony. Due to limitations of time, I'll 
confine my remarks to control by the Commons of (1) apportionment, 
(2) appointment of officials paid by funds appropriated by the assembly, 
and (3) the sole right of the Commons to originate bills. A fourth ( 4) con-
sideration jnvolves encroachment by the Commons on executive functions 
by naming commissioners to supervise a wide variety of governmental 
operations. 
In the 1680's the proprietary faction was primarily made up of Dis-
senters who had settled along and beyond the Edisto River; their op-
ponents consisted of the "old settlers," also known as the Goose Creek men. 
They lived along the Ashley and Cooper rivers and were Anglicans, al-
though the religion per se was not an issue. In 1683, while the colony had 
a unicameral legislature, the proprietors set up three counties, the 
southernmost being Colleton County, which ran southward from the Stono 
River. Berkeley extended from the Stono to Bull's Bay, and the northern-
most county, Craven, was sparsely settled. In an effort to end the domi-
nation of the Goose Creek men the proprietors ordered that ten members 
of the parliament be elected from Berkeley County and ten from Colleton 
County, the Dissenter stronghold, although Colleton had a smaller popula-
tion than Berkeley.• 
When Joseph West became governor for a third time in the fall of 
1684 he wrote the proprietors that the people of Berkeley County were 
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unwilling to have ten members of parliament chosen from Colleton County. 
After demanding of West, "Pr aye are you to governe the people or the 
people you?" the proprietors justified their apportionment by practices 
in England. The great cities of York and Bristol sent only two representa-
tives to the House of Commons, while many boroughs with no more than 
ten houses sent the same number, "those things alwayes going by the: 
place and not the proportion of people."• For the moment the proprietors 
prevailed. 
By the close of the decade of the 1680's the Goose Creek men were 
insisting that the government of the colony should be organized and oper-
ated solely on the basis of the proprietors' charter. In January 1690 they 
claimed in the "Charter Bill" that the procedure of having all bills origin-
ate in the Grand Council should be modified to permit the proposal of 
bills in the parliament.• 
In their instructions to Governor Phillip Ludwell, who took office in 
1692, the proprietors revised the make up of the council so that it con-
sisted only of their deputies (the Commons excluded landgraves who were 
not deputies). For the first time the elected representatives constituted 
the Commons House of Assembly. Seven of its twenty members were to 
be elected from Colleton County, seven from Berkeley County, and six 
from Craven County, where the few inhabitants were mostly French 
Protestants. The new apportionment sought again to end the domination 
of the Goose Creek men; its fallacy lay in the fact that they had won the 
support of the Huguenots by sponsoring a law giving them full citizen-
ship.• 
Even though the Goose Creek men continued to control the Com-
mons, they feared that another apportionment might cost them their 
majority. On May 30, 1692, eleven of the Goose Creek leaders and Joseph 
Morton presented to the governor and council an address entitled "The 
Case of the Freemen." The authors claimed on the basis of the charter 
and a misreading of English practice that the freemen were entitled to 
determine the number of members in the Commons House.• 
In Ludwell's first assembly a deadlock developed between the Com-
mons and the council over an act of indemnity for the Goose Creek men 
who had supported the previous governor after he was suspended from 
office by the proprietors. Prior to the meeting of a second assembly Lud-
well made a significant concession in granting the Commons the right to 
originate bills in return for acceptance of proprietary apportionment.• The 
contention of the "Charter Bill" was accepted at the expense of the claim 
in "The Case of the Freemen." It appears that the Commons was able to 
exercise the sole right to originate bills. 
.. 
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In an attempt to end factionalism in South Carolina the proprietors 
agreed that one of them should go to Charles Town. When the Quaker 
proprietor John Archdale reached Carolina he found the apportionment 
issue exacerbated by a wave of French-phobia set off by news that France 
planned a colony on the Gulf coast. France· and England were at war, and 
the Goose Creek men pushed to achieve the claims advanced in "The Case 
of the Freemen" at the expense of their former allies, the Huguenots.• 
The initial victory of the Goose Creek men came in October 1695 when 
Archdale and his council excluded Craven County from representation 
and issued writs for the election of ten members each from Berkeley and 
Colleton counties. Archdale misled the other proprietors when he wrote 
them that he had had to dissolve the newly elected assembly because the 
members were "Enemies to the French."• The real reason was an effort 
by the Commons to deny the upper house a voice in the expenditure of 
income from an export duty. When the governor and deputies maintained 
that "if we doe Consent to the Raiseing and pay apart of it, we thinke it 
Reasonable to have our share in the Dispossial." Dr. Charles Burnham, 
one of the more outspoken members, wrote the reply of the Commons: 
We allso thinke it very Reasonable, that we ought 
to have the Disposiall of our owne Moneys . . . and 
if the present Lords Proprietors' Deputies pays a 
part of this Tax, this we humbly conceive is in 
their private Capacityes (and not as Deputies) 
and Soe are one with us, as we Represent the 
whole people and we pleade as much for them as 
for our Selves.•• 
The reply made the governor and council realize that a major con-
cession was required to secure a cooperative lower house. They granted 
the demand made in "The Case of the Freemen" by agreeing to a request 
from the Commons to allow a majority of the freemen to determine the 
number of representatives in the lower house. Sheriff Robert Gibbes 
summoned all the freemen to meet in Charles Town on December 19, 1695, 
at which time they decided there should be thirty members in the Com-
mons House. The next assembly required Gibbes to amend his return to 
state that the freemen had decided on thirty members for the present "and 
for as many more as the Commons in Assembly Shall from Time to Time 
Thinke Convenient." Equally important was the new apportionment, 
which gave Berkeley County twenty seats and Colleton County ten mem-
bers. Qualified voters from Craven County could come to Charles Town 
to vote for members who would sit for Berkeley County. The proprietors 
accepted the new apportionment in April 1697.11 
The cooperation that Archdale received resulted from his surrender 
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to the demands of the Commons. One law enacted in the 1696 assembly set 
a precedent for establishing legislative control over what we would think 
of as an executive function. The assembly named twelve commissioners 
to supervise construction of a fort at the east end of Broad Street ... 
With the turn of the century the Goose Creek men became the allies 
of the proprietors, who were headed by the High Churchman, Lord Gran-
ville. Sir Nathaniel Johnson was made governor, and by the Church Act 
of 1706 the Church of England became the established church in South 
Carolina. The early years of Queen Anne's War produced heavier taxes 
and a public debt resulting from an expedition against St. Augustine in 
1702, the construction of fortifications which made Charles Town a walled 
city, and the expense of repulsing a French and Spanish attack in 1706. 
A turning point was reached when a major motive for seeking politi-
cal office came to be control of the colony's financial affairs. The attitude 
toward the proprietors became increasingly hostile. When the governor 
suggested that the proprietors might be asked to supply some great guns 
for the fortifications, the Commons was outspoken in comparing the dis-
interest of the proprietors with the assistance the English government had 
given Virginia and other royal colonies. The Commons informed the 
governor, "There lies an indispensable obligation upon the Lords Proprie-
tors to furnish this Collony with ammunition and other Habiliments of 
warr as her Majestie hath our neighbour Collonies that are immediately 
under her establishment." .. 
The Commons House which met on March 28, 1707, elected Dr. 
Charles Burnham to be its speaker and drew up an election bill, only to 
have it rejected by the upper house. An address written by Thomas N airne 
and adopted by the Commons maintained that the present system of con-
ducting elections contributed to "formenting heats and increasing parties 
among us to the great charge and trouble of the Inhabitants ... many of 
whom are so very remote from Charles Town." .. 
The assembly was dissolved on April 24 and writs for new elections 
were issued on May 21. There were riots on the eve of the election, which 
was won by the governor's opponents. Reverend Francis Le J au wrote 
that he was disillusioned with the Church faction because they were 
motivated by "revenge, self interest, engrossing of trade, places of any 
profit, and things of that nature." .. The new Commons moved against the 
governor's supporters, imprisoning Peter Mailhet, who on instructions 
from Johnson had advised the Huguenots to vote against the Dissenters on 
the grounds that in the last assembly they had tried to deny the French 
the right to vote and to inherit property. William Rhett, one of Johnson's 
lieutenants, was removed from the position of commissioner of the fortifi-
cations. The Commons was unsuccessful in a major effort to deprive the 
~ 
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governor's right hand man, Nicholas Trott, of the positions of chief justice 
and deputy, both of which were proprietary appointments.'" 
Johnson diverted the Commons from their attack on Trott by deny-
ing the right of the lower house to name the public treasurer. Johnson 
denounced the incumbent, George Logan, for his role in the election riots 
and the Commons informed the governor that his opinion of the man they 
had chosen to be treasurer did not interest them. Logan made a compro-
mise possible by declining to continue in the office. Johnson had pro-
tected Trott and secured the removal of Logan, but he accepted a double 
defeat, first by accepting the Dissenter leader. George Smith, as the new 
treasurer, and secondly by agreeing to a most important statute which 
established the power of the Commons to name not only the treasurer but 
all other officials whose salaries were paid from funds appropriated by 
the assembly." 
When the assembly was called into special session on April 20, 1709, 
following a warning from Bermuda that an attack on Carolina was im-
minent, the Commons proposed to secure assistance from England. Hav-
ing agreed in February to employ Robert Johnson, the governor's son, as 
the colony's agent in London, the Commons on April 22 drew up a petition 
for the agent to present to the Queen, requesting that she "be graciously 
pleased to take your petitioners under your immediate care and protec-
tion .... " .. While there is some question as to whether this meant solely 
military protection, it points up the increasing hostility resulting from lack 
of proprietary concern over the fate of the colony. In September the 
governor and council requested the Board of Trade to assist in securing 
royal arms.•• 
The failure of the proprietors to render meaningful assistance during 
the Yamasee War, which closely followed the end of Queen Anne's War, 
was a major factor leading to the revolt of 1719 against the proprietors. 
When Governor Charles Craven returned to England near the close of the 
Yamasee War and left Deputy Governor Robert Daniel in charge in the 
colony, the Commons took advantage of the situation to further increase 
its powers. By far the most significant legislation under Daniel was the 
long desired reform of election procedures. The thirty members of the 
Commons were allocated among the existing parishes, with the church-
wardens serving as election officials. The law provided that no one who 
received a salary from the province, either by a commission from the 
proprietors or by local selection, was eligible for a seat in the Commons 
House.•0 
The extent to which the Commons had established its control of 
executive functions was demonstrated when Daniel and his council had 
to call the assembly into special sessions on December 27, 1716, twelve 
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days after the end of the last session, and then again on January 16, 1717. 
At the first special session the deputy governor asked the lower house not 
to "limit your acts to so short a duration, that I was going to say, (they) 
are in a manner expired before they are ratified." In January he noted, 
"The powers of myself and the council being so much limited . . . we 
can not act safely without you." The reply of the Commons in effect told 
Daniel that he was about to comprehend their strategy: 
The emergent and pressing affairs of this Province 
do not call upon us for our advice and assistance 
oftener than we with the utmost cheerfulness are 
willing for the good and safety of the same (post-
poning all our private concerns) to give our 
attention for that purpose." 
When Governor Robert Johnson met his first assembly on October 
30, 1717, he reprimanded the two previous assemblies for their "disrespect-
ful behavior" in making "applications and remonstrances" to Parliament 
without consulting the proprietors. In one of the petitions to which the 
new governor referred the assembly had requested Parliament to "invest 
the Government of the said Province in his Majesty . . .... 
An act to create a new parish from the upper part of St. Andrew's 
Parish created a unique problem in the relations between the two houses. 
The bill had been introduced in the upper house, and when the Commons 
first considered it on November 8, they questioned whether or not they 
should receive a bill which originated in the upper house. They decided 
that to facilitate public business they would approve the bill and return 
it to the upper house for a second reading, while informing the members 
of the upper chamber: 
that it was ever the practice, and it is the un-
doubted right of this House, to have all Bills 
whatsoever to begin to be read the first time 
therein, and therefore shall ever hereafter insist 
upon the same practice being continued. 
The upper house respected the claims of the Commons; St. George's Parish 
was created from the upper part of St. Andrew's Parish, not by the original 
bill, but by one originating in the lower house.•• 
Johnson and his council tried consistently to regain some of the 
executive authority that had been taken over by the Commons in acquir-
ing the power to name commissioners to carry out administrative functions. 
In the latter category, in addition to the Commissioners of the Indian 
Trade and the Commissioners of the Fortifications, there were five sets of 
. 
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com.missioners for the scout boats, the rangers, and the garrisons. When 
a law was being enacted for the payment of military personnel, the gover-
nor and the council protested against the procedure whereby orders from 
the governor had to be directed to the commissioners. On another oc-
casion the governor and council attributed the increasing number of dis-
orders in tippling houses to the fact that the licensing of these establish-
ments had been taken from the governor and council and turned over to 
commissioners named by the assembly.•• 
The most significant controversy over the appointment of an official 
followed the death of the powder receiver. The governor and the Com-
mons House both claimed the right to appoint his successor. Johnson 
claimed that the position was essential to the exercise of his duties as 
captain-general. He informed the Commons that if he gave in to their 
claim, "He may as well consent to give up the military power, since the 
... warlike stores can be of no use without the powder ... and sub-
sequently you may wrest the government (and in effect do so) out of his 
hands." The Commons based their claim on the statute of June 1707 em-
powering them to appoint the officials they paid. When the governor was 
forced to accept the candidate of the lower house, Captain Michael Brew-
ton," Johnson in effect admitted that neither he nor the proprietors exer-
cised effective control in the colony. 
By mid-1718 developments in London overshadowed the differences 
in the colony. The Board of Trade recommended to the King, in forward-
ing letters and memorials from Carolina, that 
the proper methods should be taken for resuming 
of this and all other Proprietary Governments 
into the hands of His Majesty since it is evident 
they cannot support or protect themselves, and 
that any misfortune happening to them must in 
consequence affect the most of His Majesty's 
Dominions in the Continent of America.•• 
The proprietors reaction to criticism from the colony and the English 
government was a flurry of vetoes. On July 22, 1718, they vetoed the act 
of June 1707 authorizing the appointment of public officials by the Com-
mons House and the election act making the parishes election districts." 
The vetoes struck at the basis of the power of the Commons House and 
constitute, with the paucity of assistance during almost two decades of 
war, the main reasons for the overthrow of the Lords Proprietors in 1719. 
William L. Saunders, ed., The Colonial Records of North Carolina (Raleigh: 
P. M. Hall, 1886-1890), 1:39-42. 
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CHRISTOPHER GADSDEN: RADICAL IDEALIST 
E. Stanly Godbold 
Whatever Christopher Gadsden was, he was not the "Sam Adams of 
the South." His radicalism during the era of the American Revolution 
was constructive and founded upon an unwavering dedication to the same 
system of ideals that he held dear throughout his life. An overwhelmingly 
successful man in his personal and business dealings, he did not search for 
radical causes in order to prove himself. He was committed to the ideal of 
a representative government which guaranteed basic civil liberties to its 
citizens and protected an atmosphere in which trade and commerce could 
flourish. As long as the American colonists could enjoy such a life under 
the auspices of the British Empire, Gadsden saw no need for independence 
from the Mother Country. Only when he realized that all the virtues of 
the British Constitution were not to be extended to America did he begin 
to protest. He was more of a reformer than a revolutionary. The im-
possibility of winning reforms under the authority of the British King 
drove him gradually to favor independence. After the Revolution his sup-
port of the Constitution of the United States and his friendship with John 
Adams did not represent the conversion of a tired old radical into a con-
servative, but the continuing commitment to the principles that had 
motivated him from the beginning of his public career. 
Born in 1724, Christopher Gadsden was the son of Thomas and Eliza-
beth Gadsden. His father was the Collector of His Majesty's Customs at 
the Port of Charles Town, South Carolina, and a man who owned signifi-
cant property and enjoyed the respect of the community. At about the age 
of eight, Christopher was sent to England to receive his education. When 
he was sixteen, he was apprenticed to learn the mercantile arts from 
Thomas Lawrence of Philadelphia. From his family background, English 
education, and American apprenticeship, young Christopher acquired a 
deeply rooted faith in liberty and property, and he committed his life to 
the pursuit of both. In 1741, Christopher inherited from his father three 
hundred acres of land near Dorchester, some property near George Town, 
and at least one lot in Charles Town.• From this modest beginning, Chris-
topher Gadsden relentlessly pursued wealth until he had built up a sub-
stantial estate by the time of his own death in 1805. At various times in 
his life, he was a small merchant, a minor planter, a factor, a realtor, and 
a wharf owner. Had not his pursuit of liberty been a greater passion than 
his desire to acquire property, he might have been remembered for noth-
ing more than his business acumen. But in eighteenth-century South 
Carolina the accumulation of wealth almost certainly brought political in-
volvement. Gadsden's explosive personality made him an outspoken ad-
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vacate for what he conceived to be the basic rights of Englishmen and 
inevitably caused numerous enemies to rise up against him. From the 
French and Indian War through the defeat of John Adams for re-election 
to the presidency in 1800, Christopher Gadsden had an intimate relation-
ship with every major eve~t of the century. 
Gadsden's public career began in 1757 when he was elected to mem-
bership in the Commons House of Assembly. In the same year he was 
given credit for organizing a company of artillery to be used for defense 
against the hostile Cherokee Indians.• Captain Gadsden and sixteen mem-
bers of the Artillery Company accompanied Governor William Henry 
Lyttelton on his campaign against the Cherokee in October, 1759.• The 
Cherokee were supposedly conquered in a bloodless victory, but this vic-
tory was entirely illusory. Nevertheless, Governor Lyttelton and Captain 
Gadsden's Artillery Company enjoyed much glory as a result. Two suc-
cessive expeditions against the Cherokee, in which Captain Gadsden and 
his volunteers did not participate, were necessary. Sent to South Carolina 
by General Jeffrey Amherst, Colonel Archibald Montgomery launched an 
unsuccessful campaign against the Cherokee in 1760. In the following 
year, Colonel James Grant, who had been with the Montgomery forces, 
led another campaign into the Indian country. He was accompanied by a 
Carolina regiment of one thousand men under the command of Colonel 
Thomas Middleton. Their campaign re-established harmonious relations 
with the Indians.• 
Out of this successful campaign evolved an argument that elevated 
Gadsden to a kind of notoriety that dogged him for the rest of his life and 
gave him something of a false reputation for being irr ational. Grant and 
Middleton became involved in a public dispute over the conduct of the 
campaign, an argument that was finally resolved in a bloodless duel. The 
Commons House of Assembly took the side of Middleton; the Council 
supported Grant. In two long, public letters signed "Philopatrios," Gads-
den defended the provincial officer and provincial troops against what he 
believed to be the haughty imperiousness and mismanagement of a royal 
officer.• Gadsden's language was often intemperate, and he possibly had 
personal motivations that have not been revealed. Nevertheless, his letters 
won for him the friendship of the mechanics of Charles Town and the 
enmity of some Crown officials.• The episode underscored the troubled 
relationship among the Governor, the Council. and the Commons that had 
been brewing in the colony for a generation. 
When Christopher Gadsden was elected to the Commons House of 
Assembly from St. Paul's Parish in 1762, Governor Thomas Boone decided 
to question the process of his election. Although Boone denied that he had 
any objection to Gadsden personally, the publicity Gadsden had received 
----------- ------ ------- - -.... ---
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through his Philopatrios letters had perhaps marked him as a man the 
British officials thought they should watch.• As a governor initially 
favored by the colony, Boone may have thought that he had an unusual 
opportunity to recoup authority for the Crown. Boone discovered that the 
churchwardens who had supervised the election had not been properly 
sworn; on the basis of that minor technicality he denied Gadsden the oath 
of office. Boone dissolved the assembly and called for new elections, 
Gadsden was again elected, the churchwardens were properly sworn, and 
Gadsden was given the oath.• 
Boone thought the affair had blown over, but the new assembly 
decided to investigate his conduct and ultimately refused to pay his salary 
or do any further business with him as long as he remained in the province. 
Gadsden again turned to the public press and launched one of the earliest 
and most important defenses of the rights of the colonists. He denied the 
British doctrine of virtual representation and anticipated many of the 
arguments that were used later during the Stamp Act crisis. "Thank God!" 
he exclaimed, "we have as good a king upon the throne as ever graced it; 
who has given the earliest and most endearing signs of his tenderest re-
gard for the liberties and privileges of his subjects, and has thereby mani-
festly shown, his inclination is, to reign solely in the hearts of a free people, 
not over a parcel of slaves; free men I say, who have an inherent, not a 
permissive, right to be so."• 
Gadsden dismissed the episode as the action of an irresponsible 
governor; he said that his own loyalty to the King, obedience to the British 
Parliament, and faith in the British Constitution had not been shaken. 
There was no hint that he favored independence or any solution more 
radical than the removal of an unsatisfactory governor. Boone was re-
called, and the Commons House of Assembly emerged from the controversy 
with greater powers than it had ever had. It had won the right to control 
its own elections; and what was more important, it had gained even 
greater control over the colony's purse. 
That these victories were not recognized as final in London, how-
ever, was made clear enough when Parliament passed the Stamp Act in 
1765. Gadsden was the obvious choice as one of the delegates from South 
Carolina to the Stamp Act Congress in New York. In retrospect he looked 
upon his services in that Congress as his greatest to the cause of American 
liberty, and, in the wake of subsequent revolutionary events, he inflated 
his role during the Stamp Act controversy. "No man in America strove 
more (and more successfully) first to bring about a Congress in 1765, and 
then to support it ever afterwards than myself." Gadsden wrote more than 
a dozen years after the fact.1° In the Congress, Gadsden took a more ad-
vanced position than the majority and became identified as one of the 
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leading colonial radicals, but he was cautious and conciliatory. He de-
manded nothing more than the natural rights of Englishmen, the same 
rights which he had defended at the time of his own election controversy. 
He preferred for the Congress to issue a statement of the colonists' rights 
and to petition the King only. A petition addressed to the British Lords 
and Commons, he said, might be construed as an acquiescence to the 
authority of Parliament. Although he did not question Parliament's right 
to regulate trade, he objected strenuously to the imposition of a tax to raise 
revenue." But the Congress voted to send petitions to both the King and 
Parliament, leaving Gadsden to return to South Carolina with only a 
partial victory. 
The excitement stirred up by the Sons of Liberty in Charles Town 
had ended by the time Gadsden returned to South Carolina. Nevertheless, 
the mechanics had adopted Gadsden as their spokesman and leader. They 
had been inspired by his Philopatrios letters. and Gadsden may have met 
with them covertly before he went to New York. Several were members 
of his Artillery Company. Gadsden willingly accepted their following and 
actively participated in their gatherings after his return." Although Gads-
den welcomed this popular support of his political convictions, the scanty 
evidence relative to the organization of the Sons of Liberty seems to 
indicate that they adopted him, not he them. 
When Parliament repealed the Stamp Act in 1766, the colonists' taste 
of victory was soured by the passage of the Declaratory Act. Gadsden was 
quick to recognize the danger and maintain a steady vigilence against 
any future unconstitutional acts of Parliament. The enactment of the 
Townshend Duties in 1767 again spurred his action. It took Gadsden more 
than a year to organize a non-importation movement in South Carolina. 
Much of his initial work was done in the Commons House of Assembly 
where he used his committee assignments to urge the favorable reception 
of a letter from Boston asking for a general non-importation agreement." 
The completed non-importation agreement was the work of a committee 
representing the city of Charles Town, but which included Gadsden and 
other members of the Commons. 
On June 22, 1769, in an impassioned letter in the South Carolina 
Gazette, Gadsden urged his fellow South Carolinians to be aroused from 
their sleep, "to SEE the truth, to SUPPORT the truth, and the God of 
truth will make you FREE." The formation of a non-importation associa-
tion was so urgent that he proceeded to work out all the details. His letter 
elicited a flurry of responses, and powerful adversaries arose in the per-
sons of William Wragg and William Henry Drayton. But Wragg and Dray-
ton stood almost alone; public support for the agreement began to mush-
room until by the end of the summer the merchants, planters and me-
chanics had organized an effective Association." 
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During the debate over non-importation, Gadsden offered his first 
public statement that independence from Great Britain might be desirable. 
"The sons of British America in general," he wrote, "would think, that to 
be independent of Great-Britain, would be the greatest misfortune that 
could befall them, excepting that of losing their rights and liberties: that 
indeed is, and must be, confessedly a greater." He warned that "mild 
measures alone" could "keep a distant, populous and growing country long 
dependent." .. Gadsden hoped that the King would spurn the advice of his 
unwise ministers and rectify the grievances which unconstitutional laws 
had imposed upon America. When the Townshend Duties, except that on 
tea, were to be repealed, the Association was abandoned. 
The retention of the tax on tea was an ominous sign that the British 
ministry did not plan to pursue measures that were mild enough to quiet 
the complaints of- men such as Christopher Gadsden. Gadsden main-
tained his attitude of watchfulness, labored during the Wilkes Fund 
Dispute to increase the authority of the Commons at the expense of the 
Governor and the Council, and was quick to support resolutions against 
the importation of tea after the passage of the Tea Act of 1773. The puni-
tive Coercive Acts imposed against Massachusetts after the Boston Tea 
Party fell upon him as an outrage; he wrote Sam Adams that he hoped 
"this Act will Occasion many Bonny Rebels in America."u As a member 
of the General Committee in South Carolina that was dealing with the 
crisis, Gadsden "received donations for Relief of distressed Brethren in 
Boston suffering for Common Cause of America, under late act of Parlia-
ment for Shutting up that Port," and rice for this purpose was shipped 
from his wharf without charge." 
In the famous meeting of July 1774 which elected South Carolina's 
delegates to the Continental Congress and which Allan Nevins said "re-
sembled a mob rather than a representative assemblage,"1 • Gadsden was 
easily chosen as one of the five delegates. Gadsden, Thomas Lynch, and 
Edward Rutledge were the so-called radical conservatives.19 It was in the 
Continental Congress that Gadsden's hot-headed outbursts won for him 
the sobriquet "Sam Adams of the South." Silas Deane wrote that "Mr. 
Gadsden leaves all New England Sons of Liberty far behind, for he is 
for taking up his firelock and marching direct to Boston."•• 
More important than Gadsden's radical statements, was his work on 
the committee delegated to report upon the statutes that affected trade 
and manufacturing in the colonies. Gadsden strongly supported a new 
non-importation and non-exportation agreement, including the non-
exportation of rice. Because of major resistance by other delegates from 
South Carolina, the Congress compromised and exempted rice from non-
exportation.21 Gadsden, however, thought that his home colony should not 
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be granted any special privilege, and he even attempted to defend his un-
popular position once he .returned to Charles Town.•• He placed colonial 
unity, which was essential for the colonists to win their constitutional 
rights, above his own personal interests and those of South Carolina. 
Gadsden was returned to the second meeting of the Continental 
Congress where he devoted most of his attention to military problems. 
When it became evident that an invasion of the Southern colonies was 
likely, Gadsden was called home by the Provincial Congress of South 
Carolina to help prepare the colony to defend itself. In Charles Town on 
February 10, 1776, he took the liberty to make his first declaration in favor 
of independence before a legislative assembly. That declaration, according 
to William Henry Drayton, fell "like an explosion of thunder upon the 
members of Congress."•• 
Gadsden was clearly considered too radical to be trusted with signifi-
cant political leadership. He had already been appointed to the commit-
tee that wrote the Constitution of 1776 for South Carolina, but that com-
mittee was so packed with conservatives that Gadsden had little influence 
upon the completed document. He was shuffled off into the judicial 
branch of the government where it was believed that he could do little 
harm. Gadsden was expected to devote most of his energy to military 
matters as he helped to prepare the city for defense against the imminent 
British invasion. Gadsden, however, thought of his military service as 
nothing more than practical support for his political goals. The Constitu-
tion of 1776 did not imply that South Carolina wanted independence and 
was viewed by the conservatives as temporary until harmony could be re-
established with Great Britain.•• 
After subsequent military events and the vote of the Continental 
Congress on July 2, 1776, transformed the conflict into a war for inde-
pendence, the Constitution of 1776 was no longer adequate. A new con-
stitution declaring the independence of South Carolina from Great Britain 
was adopted on March 9, 1778. Although it contained democratic innova-
tions, religious and property qualifications were required to vote and to 
hold office. Gadsden had successfully led the fight to disestablish the 
Anglican Church, but complete religious freedom still was not granted. 
Senators were to be chosen by popular vote and the governor was stripped 
of his veto power, but the constitution was still slanted to make certain 
that authority would remain in the hands of the wealthy tidewater aris-
tocracy.•• Conservative Rawlins Lowndes was elected governor and Gads-
den was chosen lieutenant governor; the latter was a deliberate ploy by 
the conservatives to bar Gadsden from gaining too much power. 
Although embittered because he was blocked from winning the top 
office, Gadsden was pleased with the constitution and took his duties as 
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lieutenant governor seriously. When the General Assembly passed a law 
on March 28, 1778, requiring every citizen to sign an oath of allegiance, 
Gadsden was given the task of enforcing the law. The law was probably 
directed toward poor people who might decide that their interests would 
be better served by the Empire than the powerful conservatives who con-
trolled the state's government. On two occasions early in June, a mob 
gathered to protest the oath. At the gathering Gadsden recognized many 
of his old friends, the mechanics, but he was determined to support the 
government. Constitutional methods for settling disputes, he said, were 
preferable to "restless flighty Men ... running upon every Fancy to the 
Meetings of liberty Tree."•• When Gadsden appeared before one of their 
meetings on June 10, he dismissed them as "chiefly a Mere Mob" and 
suggested that they put a halter around his neck and hang him immediate-
ly if they thought him wrong to recommend a constitutional remedy." 
Gadsden's condemnation of the mob was not a reverse of his views 
during the Stamp Act crisis. Civil disruptions might be used to protest 
constitutions, but never to destroy them. Since the Constitution of 1778 
with its declaration of independence embodied some of the ideals for 
which Gadsden had begun to argue in 1762, he was not inclined to abandon 
it. Apparently it never occurred to him to deny his principle goals in 
order to receive the idolization of the masses. His brand of eighteenth-
century radicalism was not synonymous with democracy. The fact that 
he was not a democrat does not necessarily make him any less radical for 
his times. To demand the natural rights of Englishmen when they were 
being withheld by King George III and his ministry, and to be willing to 
fight for them if necessary, was within itself radical. Gadsden's rejection 
of the mob in 1778 probably does not represent a sudden shift to con-
servatism, but merely a steady devotion to the principles of liberty, home 
rule, and free trade that had motivated him since the beginning of his 
public career. 
Despite the frustration that Gadsden must have felt at having the 
leadership of the Revolution he had supported earlier than the majority 
pass into the hands of reluctant converts, his patriotism during the war 
never flagged. His refusal to evacuate Charles Town when its capture by 
the British in 1780 was certain, and his subsequent defiance of his captors, 
was little more than another melodramatic exhibition of his devotion to 
what he considered to be the cause of right. After the winning of inde-
pendence in 1783, Gadsden again opposed mob violence and the confisca-
tion of loyalists' property as measures that might undercut the gains of 
the Revolution. Signing himself "A Steady and Open Republican" he 
wrote a public letter in 1784 arguing against the mistreatment of foreign-
ers, the punishment of loyalists, and other activities by mobs that might 
injure the trade and credit of the state... He favored a republican form 
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of government that would guarantee the natural rights of man as de-
lineated by John Locke, including the right to own property. The Sons of 
Liberty whom he had rallied during the Stamp Act crisis were directed 
against one he considered to be a political tyrant, not against the private 
ownership of property. 
Gadsden's approbation of the highly conservative South Carolina 
Constitution of 1790, defense of the Constitution of the United States, and 
general satisfaction with the presidential administrations of George 
Washington and John Adams may be viewed as an aging man's determi-
nation to protect the political and economic prizes he had helped to win 
through the long war for independence. The aim of the South Carolina 
Constitution was to unify the state and end postwar factionalism; the 
federal Constitution made unity among the states a matter of law, an 
achievement for which Gadsden had fought for a score of years. Both 
documents represented the ultimate victory of the Revolution and the 
vindication of those radicals who first dared to issue the cry for inde-
pendence." To Gadsden, the emerging Federalist Party seemed to offer 
the best hope for the preservation of constitutionally guaranteed liberty 
and opportunity. But Gadsden was a Federalist in the sense that George 
Washington was one; he would have said that his loyalty was to the Con-
stitution, not to a political party.•• 
Through the great events of the eighteenth century, Christopher 
Gadsden was amazingly consistent. His personality was often blunt, brash, 
and sometimes offensive, but he always seemed to know where he was 
going. And usually he got there. He believed in liberty, property, home 
rule, and free trade. As the rapidly changing circumstances demanded, 
he challenged the authority of the British Empire, accepted the following 
of a restless populace and later rejected it, and defended the status quo of 
the Federalist Era - all to nurture those ideals. 
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THE SLAVE COURT SYSTEM IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY 
William C. Henderson 
The county of Spartanburg is located in the upcountry of the State 
of South Carolina, and is bounded by the counties of Union, Laurens, 
Greenville, and the State of North Carolina. The upcountry of South 
Carolina is officially known as the Piedmont because of its particular land 
formation. In contrast, the lower half of the state, comprising the county 
of Charleston and surrounding Sea Islands. is generally known as the 
coastal low country. The land that became Spartanburg was once a part 
of the hunting grounds of the Cherokee Indians. The land was full of 
deer, beaver, and other wildlife which sustained the Cherokee Nation. In 
a treaty with the province of South Carolina in 1755, the Cherokee con-
ceded a large part of the upcountry to white settlers. The first to take 
advantage of the new upcountry were a group of eight to ten Scotch-Irish 
families from Pennsylvania.• 
They settled on the forks of the Tiger Rivers. In the 1760's a second 
group of settlers migrated into the Spartanburg area from the seacoast of 
Charleston and settled a considerable distance from the first cluster. The 
two settlements were not drawn together until just prior to the American 
Revolution, when large numbers of emigrants poured in from Pennsyl-
vania, Maryland, and Virginia. Life was difficult. The society was rude, 
with little wealth, few educated men, and very few of the refinements of 
life. There was no system of local government and only one sheriff to 
service the whole area of Spartanburg. J. Mason, a traveler in the up-
country, commented on these conditions: 
Left Greenville . . . and rode through a 
miserable country with a tolerable road, and 
finally arrived after dark to a miserable log-house 
by the name of Wilkes. But one room, two beds 
full of vermine, and not a single thing of any kind 
to eat or drink; six or seven children crying in 
the house, and two drunk Scotch neighbors drink-
ing, reeling and smoking.• 
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An Englishman agreed with Mason's observations on the up-
country: 
The lower class in this gouging, biting, kick-
ing country, are the most abject perhaps that 
ever peopled a Christian land. They live in the 
woods and deserts, and many of them cultivate 
no more land than will raise them corn and cab-
bages, which with fish and occasionally a piece of 
pickled pork or bacon are their constant food. 
This land, on which prior to their settlement, no 
human step had ever marked a path, required 
clearing of trees, whose tops almost reached the 
clouds, before a spot could be found large enough 
to erect a shelter for the women and children. 
Their habitations are more wretched than can 
be conceived; the huts of the poor Ireland, or even 
the meanest Indian wigwam displayed more in-
genuity and greater industry. They are con-
structed of pine trees, cut in length of ten or 
fifteen feet and piled up in a square, without any 
other workmanship than a notch at the end of 
each log, to keep them in contact ... The sum-
mer's scorching sun and the bleak winds of winter 
are equally accessible to this miserable dwelling.• 
The upcountry was unfavorable compared to the sophistication of 
Charleston. All of the judicial machinery of the province was located in 
Charleston. The Royal Governor resided in Charleston where the courts 
handled legal and political business. The bulk of the criminal litigation 
was disposed of in two courts. One was called the Court of General 
Sessions of the Peace, and the other court was known as the Court of 
Common Pleas. Both of them constituted a general court that sat ex-
clusively at Charleston. The distance of over 250 miles which was neces-
sary for upcountry people to travel to tend to any legal business was a 
source of irritation in the upcountry. In 1712, a measure was passed that 
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provided for the trial of small cases before local justices of the peace. The 
preamble to the act noted that it was a great burden to several inhabitants 
of this Province to be obligated to come to one general court at Charles-
ton for the trial of all causes, whether civil or criminal.• 
As the upcountry grew, agitation for judicial reform increased. The 
Circuit Court Act of 1769 divided the Province of South Carolina into 
eight districts. Judges were directed to travel to the districts at least 
twice a year to hear cases. The Act further directed the judges to "hold 
t 
i 
·) 
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pleas of all causes, civil and criminal ansmg with circumscribed limits, 
at designated places within the districts, in the same manner, or as near as 
the justices . . . do in Great Britain.• Spartanburg was a part of the 
district of Ninety Six. The district had a population of 7,000 whites and 
300 Blacks. After the American Revolution. the white population in-
creased to 60,000. One governor recalled: 
Multitudes from Europe and the middle and 
eastern states of America poured into South Caro-
lina, and with their flocks and their herds, greatly 
increased her riches. The forest rang with the 
stroke of the axes, and counties before that time 
scarcely tenanted by fifty families, in a short 
period were settled by thousands.• 
The population growth in the back country led to the County Court 
Act of 1785. The act provided for the division of the larger circuits into 
individual counties. General court was to be held in each county every 
three months by seven justices of the peace. Judges were to hold their 
commissions for life and good behavior. In accordance with the Act's 
provisions, Spartanburg County was laid out.• 
Spartanburg continued to grow until the 1840's. During the twenty 
years before the Civil War, the white population leveled off at 18,000. 
Migration to the western states of Alabama. Mississippi, and Louisiana 
accounted for the static white population. The whites who were no longer 
going to Spartanburg were now searching for better opportunities further 
west. 
The Black population of Spartanburg experienced more constant 
growth. Between 1840 and 1850, the Black population increased by more 
than forty per cent, while population increased by less than five 
per cent. In 1860 there were just under 9,000 slaves in Spartanburg. They 
lived largely on farms of ten or less slaves. Sixty-seven per cent of all 
slaves worked on small farms with less than ten slaves. Seventeen per 
cent lived on farms that held ten to twenty Africans, while another nine 
per cent of the Black population lived on plantations with twenty to 
thirty other slaves. A final six per cent of the slave population lived on 
plantations with thirty or more slaves. 
The growth of the slaves coincided with the increased dependence 
on the production of cotton. At first, that production in the words of an 
observer in 1820, was deplorably deficient. He found no use of fertilizers 
and no management of timber. The only products marketed in the county 
were cotton and iron. Peas, corn, and oats were grown for home con-
sumption. The county had some 50,000 acres of cotton under cultivation 
in 1825, with an annual monetary value of just under $20,000. 
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By mid-century the agricultural efficiency of the county had changed. 
A writer to a local newspaper commented that no longer was the county 
tied to old-fashioned ways of cultivating cotton. Fertilizers were very 
much a part of the county's agriculture. In addition, the land in Spartan-
burg was found to be especially productive. The writer noted: 
We were told that our old friend Mr. James 
Moss living some six or eight miles above has ten 
acres on his dwelling on which he raises 1,000 
pounds to each acre. One J. W. Durro, of our town, 
told us that he made 1,400 pounds on one acre 
manured with others from his Negro. W. J. White 
' 
' 
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who resided some four or five miles from the 
village has made as high as 1,400 pounds on his 
acres by the application of a little manure, and 
Mr. J. Daniel on the fresh lands of Major Kelly, 
three miles from town, has made as much as 
1,000 pounds to an acre. We know that we oversee 
the plant growing most luxiously and heavily 
laden with bowls on the beautiful farms of our 
friends ... We might go on to mention other 
cases, but the fact is sufficiently established that 
our soil and climate . . . are committed to the 
growth of cotton.• 
29 
Along with the expansion in cotton came the incorporation of the 
town of Spartanburg in 1831. It had become the focus of the administra-
tive and judicial activity of the county. In 1825, the town had a popula-
tion of 800 people, with twenty-six houses, including a tailor's shop, three 
stores, and three houses of public entertainment. The courthouse was 
a small frame building "very shabby in comparison with the handsome 
and substantial jail of granite and soapstone" beside it. The population 
of the town reached the 1,000 mark in 1850. According to some reports, 
the town was constantly growing and was soon to become the ideal place 
to live. On observer noted: 
Our town (Spartanburg) is improving more 
rapidly than formerly; homes are going up in 
almost every direction; building lots are being 
laid off by purchasers; and more than usual 
activity and interest are being manifested by our 
citizens in the way of private enterprise. During 
the past week property in real estate in this town 
has changed hands by way of sale and purchase 
to the amount of $7,000 and $10,000 and still there 
are large transactions in progress of negotiation. 
The purchasers generally are among our most 
enterprising citizens.• 
Besides the town of Spartanburg, there were other promising sites in 
the county. The village of Cedar Springs was growing in importance. In 
1825, it had a large Baptist meeting house, nine small but decent dwelling 
houses, which were laid out neatly facing the spring, a grove of oaks and 
hickories surrounding it, and a promising academy in which Latin, Greek, 
mathematics, and English studies were taught. The village was established 
as a summer resort, in the hope that the waters from the spring would be 
used for drinking and bathing.•• 
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Elsewhere in the county, two academies and several other private 
schools were operated in the neighborhoods of Nazareth Church, Earles-
ville, Boiling Springs, and Fort Prince. The future of settlements around 
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these various developments, some argued. was a reason why people 
should remain in the county. In January, 1851, a local judge commented 
on the general promise of the county: 
We have in our district (county) a White 
population of about 20,000 persons; a comparative-
ly large space of territory, say about 40 to 60 
miles; an abundant and varied supply of unfailing 
water-power and other facilities for manufactur-
ing purposes; inexhaustible quantities of iron and 
lime embedded in our soil; a climate for health 
such as is almost unknown in regions less favored 
by nature; numerous fountains of mineral water 
scattered over the whole territory, having almost 
every medicinal element in chemical union with 
nature's beverages; a population at once sober, 
industrious and order loving; a railroad in pros-
pect, which we will never give up until we hear 
the noisy engine leading off our products to the 
great marts of commerce.11 
Until the Civil War the County Courts remained the essential vehicle 
through which white criminals were prosecuted. The Courts were in 
session twice yearly. Judges traveled from one circuit to another hearing 
the cases before the docket. The judges remained in the particular circuit 
area until all the cases were decided. Where errors existed in the handling 
of cases before the Circuit Court, an Appeals Court was available. The 
Appeals Court was made up of members of the bench who sat on the 
Circuit Courts. The State Supreme Court was the highest of the Courts 
and reviewed serious legal matters. 
The lowest of the courts was the magistrate's court. It decided upon 
petty charges such as disturbing the peace, unlawful assembly, fighting, 
trading, and small financial matters." The jurisdiction of the magistrate's 
court was not consistent. There was a decided prejudice against these 
courts and a tendency to prosecute cases in the higher courts. The preju-
dice against the magistrates' courts was connected with the jurisdiction 
that they held over the control of the Black population, for these courts 
were exclusively responsible for the prosecution of cases involving the 
Black population. 
Magistrate Districts 
The county of Spartanburg was divided into magistrate districts. 
The lines of these districts, weaving through the county, were very ir-
regular. Nevertheless, the districts served as a guideline under which the 
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This and other similar figures are the work of the author. They are 
intended only to provide a reasonable illustration of the point under dis·-
cussion. All places, sites and lines superimposed in this way are very 
rough approximations. In some instanees they bear no known relation-
ship to past or present realities. 
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system of justice functioned. The districts themselves were drawn to 
include the large population areas. The towns of Spartanburg, New 
Prospect, Boiling Springs and White Plane were the centers of districts 
carrying their names. The magistrates who presided over the districts 
were appointed every four years by the South Carolina legislature upon 
the recommendation of persons living in the district. In some districts 
with relatively large populations, several magistrates were appointed. 
People were often confused as to the magistrate district they lived in, 
and slave patrollers regularly crossed district lines. Petitions to the legis-
lature reflected this confusion. One group of citizens referred to their 
district as "Murray Old Field." Another group defined their district as 
the "Buck Creek District." Another petition read that the Briar Patch 
beat was in Union and Spartanburg and the Union line ran not nearer 
than three miles of the line of the beat. 
The citizens of New Prospect Church offered a more detailed descrip-
tion. They noted that their district was in the upper part of the county. 
It was very large and embraced a considerable extent of territory between 
the fork of the two Packolets, North and South. It was "thickly and 
numerously settled - that from the said New Prospect Church it being a 
central point said tract of country distant to the magistrate one said beats 
some twelve miles and to the magistrate in the other beat some fifteen 
miles. There was a large portion of the inhabitants that lived some 
seventeen and eighteen miles from both magistrates." .. 
The district petitions of the county were increasingly for additional 
magistrates. From the Boiling Springs residents, for example, came 
another complaint that a large portion of the residents lived seventeen or 
eighteen miles from a magistrate and that this condition of things resulted 
in a serious inconvenience to the citizens and in some cases effectively 
shut the door of justice against them. The location of Magistrate Elias 
Walls also presented a problem for these residents who requested that 
another man be added to their district. The petition said, "Elias Wall, the 
present magistrate of said beat, resided on the extreme limit of said beat 
which was a large beat, about thirteen miles long and eleven miles wide 
which made it very inconvenient to a large majority of the citizens 
residing therein."" 
Complaints such as these made at least some magistrates look upon 
the position as more of a chore than a honor. Magistrate J. W. Cooper 
expressed these sentiments in a letter written in November, 1849: 
As my time of service as a magistrate is about 
to expire by its own limitation you are at liberty 
to use my name again to fill that office, if I should 
.S .. C~ STAT£ LIBRARY 
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be appointed, I shall be the last to complain. You 
are all personally acquainted with me (the repre-
sentation from Spartanburg) and also acquainted 
with the way and manner in which I have dis-
charged the duties of that office. I have thought 
it unnecessary for me to enter the scramble that 
is being made by others for office. When you 
come to examine the recommendations for Balls 
and Kirby you will be astonished by some forty 
or fifty names, the same on both petitions. This 
shows clearly that the people have not gotten the 
man they wanted. These two are the only peti-
tions. Others of us could have gotten up petitions 
and no doubt a respectable number of signers, 
but as regards to myself, as above, you are all 
acquainted with me. The excitement is too great 
especially for a little office, which in my opinion 
should be as free as the air we breathe. I do hope 
whoever may get the appointment may be a man 
of good moral character.•• 
To these courts of relatively low prestige, whites brought their 
charges against the Black population of Spartanburg. The legal codes 
governing the Black population developed in a series of measures be-
tween 1690 and 1740. In 1690, all local white residents were required to 
more closely supervise the daily activities of the slave population. In 1696, 
they were required, as a point of law, to apprehend slaves who were away 
from their plantation without permission. In 1712, regulations were 
passed which governed nearly all aspects of Black life. Restrictions on 
freedom of movement, religious worship, work habits, and relationships 
to whites were enacted. Then in 1740, the Great Negro Law was passed. 
It remained the code under which the magistrate courts continued to 
operate in the nineteenth century. These codes covered a full range of 
Black activities ... 
-No slave was to be absent from his plantation without a pass. 
-No slave could assemble for any reason without approval. 
-No slave could buy, sell, traffic, deal, or barter any goods or com-
modities, nor raise or breed for his own use any swine, breed, 
poultry, or livestock. 
-No slave could conceal the whereabout of another slave or have 
information and not willingly reveal it. 
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-No African could strike a European other than in defense of his 
master. 
-No African could possess, sell, or drink any liquor. 
-No bondsman could work away from his master's plantation with-
out his expressed consent. 
-No African could rent or own his own home or plantation. 
-No African could be taught to read, write, or receive any mental 
stimulation. 
-Finally, no free African could trade, bargain, or associate with any 
bondsmen without permission.11 
The Black codes of the county were enforced by the sheriff, the 
constable, and the slave patrol. The chief law enforcement official in the 
districts was the constable. Each magistrate appointed a constable to 
work with him in carrying out the law in the particular district. Con-
stables were responsible for the arrest of all persons suspected of wrong-
doing in the district. The jurisdiction of the constables was confined to 
their particular areas, although they frequently crossed lines in order to 
do their job. The constable was empowered to seek the aid of other local 
citizens, to make an arrest. .. 
Patrols 
An important part of the enforcement machinery within each district 
was the slave patrol. The patrol system developed with the Black Codes. 
In 1690, an act was passed which gave all white citizens the right to appre-
hend, chastise, and send home all slaves found off their plantation without 
a pass. In 1690, an additional act was passed which made it the duty of all 
whites, under penalty of the law, to arrest and chastise slaves off their 
plantations without a pass. 
In 1704, the patrol system was developed further. The Act of 1704 
provided that each division of the state militia would appoint a special 
company of men who would have direct responsibility to oversee the 
conduct of the slaves. The purpose of the act. its preamble stated, was to 
"prevent such insurrections and mischiefs as from the great number of 
slaves we have reason to suspect may happen when the greater part of 
the inhabitants are drawn together." .. 
With the Act of 1704, the patrol system became a part of the state 
military system. Additional acts in 1712 and 1734 merged the slave patrol 
closer into the military organization. The Act of 1734 provided for beat 
companies within each magistrate district. Groups of five men were re-
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sponsible for order on the various plantations within their district. The 
patrols, made up of a captain and four other men, received some small 
financial compensation for service along with exemption from other mili-
tary service. The patrols visited each plantation in its beat at least once 
per month, chastising any slave absent without a pass. They also searched 
the houses of Blacks for firearms and other goods that might have been 
stolen. 
The captain of the militia beat had a list of all the men within his 
district who were approaching the age of enlistment. Men were liable for 
service from the ages of eighteen to forty-five. Service in the patrol was 
considered an honor, and its members brought to it the kind of spirit 
associated with military glory and local patriotism. As he was about to 
leave Spartanburg R. F. Smith wrote: 
I again have to regret my absence from the 
drill. It is indeed a reflection, mortifying to my 
feelings, that this is the fifth drill that I have 
failed to attend - I have for each an excuse which 
would perhaps justify my neglect (which by no 
means has been willful) before the company into 
which I have had the honor to be initiated. If, 
however, it is the wish of the officers or company 
that these excuses should be given in person, 
separately I am prepared to give them. 
On the last muster day I requested Wm. Dick-
son to tender to you, verbally my resignation of 
the office. I have now to request a dismissal 
from the company and to have my name blotted 
from its place among the catalogue of volunteers 
among which it has been my proudest ambition to 
serve it, and in making this request I am bound 
to say that it will not be in my power to remain 
a member of the company, but for a very few 
months - I shall not remain in the county. 
Tell them too that when I shall have ceased 
to be a citizen among them . . . remember that 
I was among them and should it become necessary 
for them again to rally in defense of the rights 
and honor of South Carolina, that they shall be-
hold Me returning to the land that gave me birth, 
with the Palmetto in one hand and the sword in 
the other hand, ready with them to protect her 
or most gloriously perish.•• 
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Crimes 
Working together the constable, sheriff and slave patrols sought to 
control the criminal activities of the slave population. Between 1830 and 
1865, the Spartanburg slaves were charged with over 250 different viola-
tions of the slave codes. Their crimes included gambling, consuming 
liquor, disorderly conduct, stealing, trading, insolence, assault, arson, rape, 
harbouring a fugitive from justice, murder, and insurrection. The largest 
single category of crimes was stealing. The items they stole were con-
sumed and traded for other goods. 
In Spartanburg County there were a total of 407 Blacks arrested for 
the code violations. Also arrested were other Blacks who were associated 
with the crimes as witnesses. There were just over 200 such persons. 
Blacks Arrested 
Year Suspect Witnesses Total 
1830 25 5 30 
1840 129 85 214 
1850 136 87 223 
1860 108 53 161 
Mis. Years 9 6 15 
-- -- --
407 236 643 
Unclassified 
180 
-
823 
Once the charge was made against the suspect the evidence was 
heard, a verdict was reached and punishment given. In ninety per cent of 
the cases the sanction was lashes. An average of fifty lashes were given 
for stealing, while 100 or more lashes were usually given for serious 
crimes. In other instances, jail, exile, or death were prescribed. 
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THE AMERICAN NATION IN 1876 
Joseph Taylor Stukes 
Studying a single year presents special problems for the reader of 
history. Most works in history are linear; that is, the material is organized 
from a beginning to an end. Readers are accustomed to logical organiza-
tion: chronological, topical, or some other rational arrangement. Not so 
with the study of a single year. Instead, one sees history in cross-section. 
Rather than following a story-line, one follows a series of independent 
segments. Rather than tracing a narrative, one deals with discrete epi-
sodes. It is almost as if the cameraman has stopped the movie, allowing a 
rather detailed scrutiny of a brief, even fleeting, portion of the whole. 
Unsettling this may be. But it has much to commend it. It is also 
the way life is lived: one year at a time. A cross-section glimpse can be 
of great help to the serious historian. 
Until recently, 1876 was a year buried among its fellows, noticed only 
occasionally by a passing historian, usually for a few dramatic events. 
There are now two unpublished doctoral dissertations, a light romance by 
Albert Edward Idell published in 1943 and entitled Centennial Summer, a 
well-written survey in 1966 by Dee Brown entitled The Year of the Cen-
tury: 1876; and this year's novel, 1876, by Gore Vidal. This is hardly a 
bibliography to make joyous the heart of a serious historian, but it is a 
bibliography of sorts. 
One may get a basic orientation for 1876 by recalling its more famous 
events such as the: 
-Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia 
-disputed Hayes-Tilden presidential election 
-decisive triumph of the "Redeemers" in the South 
-Custer's Last Stand 
-invention of the telephone 
-publication of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
--episode of the Mulligan Letters 
To reca11mre the uavor of the time, however, and to more intelligent-
ly empathize with the citizen of the Centennial Year, one must look beyond 
the headline incidents to the people and their reputation. 
Many Americans looked to the New Year hopeful for better times. 
Disappointment with the past had bred pessimism for the future; New 
39 
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Years' was a time for optimism. The preceding twelve months had brought 
economic and moral doldrums. Bankruptcies still marked the difficulties 
called the "Panic of '73," and shocking revelations were soiling the public 
images of many politicians. The dual disappointments of commercial col-
lapse and character failure led many to hope that the worst was passed.• 
The nation as a whole seemed glad to see the old year expire. 
Poor old 1875 passes away 'unwept, un-
honored, and unsung' save as a saddened story 
of shipwrecks and disasters. Its pathway has 
been marked by closed workshops and deserted 
mines; by corruption in high places and misery 
among the lowly. Fire and flood have marked 
its course. With it has come mourning for some 
of the bravest and best of our sons. Grass-
hoppers, canal contractors, and other vermin 
have held high revel, and the old year now 
staggers off leaving a foul aroma of 'crooked 
whiskey' behind it.• 
The citizens who thus entered their celebrant year comprised a 
nation numbering approximately 46,107,000 persons, three-fourths of whom 
lived in rural areas.• The labor force was composed of some 15,000,000, 
almost 2,250,000 being women. More than three persons worked on the 
farm for every one who labored in the manufacturing or hand trades. Half 
the entire work force was employed in agricultural labor.• On the average, 
a farm laborer could earn $11 a month, board included; $17 a month 
otherwise.• 
Urban workers in industry and the trades worked long and lived 
austerely. The working day in industry averaged 10.3 hours; wage scales 
ranged from 15¢ to 30¢ per hour, though slightly higher in the building 
trades.• The low wages had persisted in the wake of the Panic of '73. Work 
weeks of 60 hours were common without provision for overtime increases. 
The most fortunate of day-laborers could make as much as $18 a week 
when work was available; the average lower-skilled worker could earn 
only about $8. However, the main problem was not wages, but employ-
ment. In midsummer, New York state's employables were 35% jobless.• 
Among those Americans who thought there was too much concern 
with corporate industry and its welfare as opposed to the individual 
citizen and his welfare was Sidney Lanier, the tender poet. 
Look up the land, look down the land 
The poor, the poor, the poor they stand 
Wedged by the pressing of Trade's hand 
Against an inward opening door 
That pressure tightens evermore.• 
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The slogan "business is business" was in common usage during the 
'seventies, and Lanier, touched by the heartlessness of some business 
situations, was prompted to make a drastic comparison: 
Does business mean, Die you - live I? 
Then 'trade is trade' but sings a lie: 
'Tis only war grown miserly.• 
The Granger movement had realized some local successes in the mid-
western states, but the legality of such legislation was in the courts. Munn 
v. Illinois, which finally validated these laws. was argued in 1876 but the 
court's decision was not known until 1877. 
* * * * * 
Most Europeans considered America•• an untamed giant. Brother 
Jonathan was depicted as a country bumpkin, coarse, ill-mannered, rude, 
and dull. Many Europeans thought this more nearly a portrait than a 
caricature. 
The status of painting in America seemed to substantiate this view. 
The best of the American painters - Whistler, Sargent, Cassatt - had 
moved to Europe. The emerging "Hudson River School" - George Inness, 
Winslow Homer - had not yet been recognized. This school specialized 
in landscapes, although Homer had already done a few seascapes. Realism 
was just appearing: Thomas Eakins enlisted his stark The Gross Clinit: at 
the Centennial Exhibition. Shocked managers hung it in the Medical 
Pavilion instead of the Art Building. Art was being promoted through 
a few institutions: the Corcoran Art Gallery in Washington had opened 
in 1872; the Metropolitan Museum was under construction in New York; 
both the Pennsylvania Academy and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts 
opened in 1876." 
Clark Mills and Thomas Ball were the foremost sculptors and the 
latter's Emancipation was unveiled in Washington in April.•• His Daniel 
Webster went up in Boston in the fall. Among the many youthful chal-
lengers to this established pair was Daniel Chester French, whose Minute 
Man in Concord had brought him early fame the previous year. 
The outstanding symphony in the nation was conducted by Theodore 
Thomas; Patrick Sarsfield Gilmore led the most famous marching band. 
The indefatigable Thomas was a devotee of Richard Wagner, and he had 
sent the German composer $5000 of his own money for a Centennial opus. 
Wagner, preoccupied with final details of his ambitious Nibelung Ring 
which opened at Bayreuth, Germany, later that year, finally sent a Fest-
marsch. It was not very good. Even Wagner disparaged it, saying that the 
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best thing about it was the five thousand dollars." The most beloved 
performers were Europeans: Jenny Lind and Ole Bull whose annual tours 
began in Boston... The outstanding European visitor of the year was Hans 
von Bulow, the internationally-acclaimed pianist from Germany... Von 
Bulow introduced young Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto in B-flat Minor, 
announcing that the piece had been dedicated to him by the composer.'" 
The French conductor, Jacques Offenbach, appeared in several cities dur-
ing the year, including Philadelphia where he conducted at the Centen-
nial Exhibition." Annual tours by the Fisk Jubilee Singers, students at 
the Negro university in Nashville, continued popular in 1876. Originally, 
the Jubilee Singers had offered operatic and concert favorites, but they 
had capitulated to the wishes of their public and now sang almost ex-
clusively Negro spirituals.1 • 
The Broadway stage was beginning to include musical comedy. Ed-
ward Rice's production of Evangeline was the first to have a completely 
original score. Rice referred to it openly as a "musical comedy," thereby 
using that phrase for the first time.10 Other Broadway favorites in 1876 
were The Black Crook and Ten Nights in a Barroom, the former famed for 
its daring display of the female form; the latter a hardy melodrama pro-
moting total abstinence. 
* * * * * 
In literary circles, Americans moved into the era of the local colorists 
as shown by the popularity of Mark Twain, Bret Harte, and others. But 
Twain aspired to a more lofty status, though repeatedly rejected by the 
Boston Brahmins who regarded him as a "phunny phellow" and nothing 
more. Stung, he petulantly declared that he had written, not for "cul-
tured classes, but always hunted for bigger game - the masses."•• He 
maintained that the cultured classes could patronize the theatre and the 
opera; he and the melodeon were for most Americans. 
As for Tom Sawyer, he was accepted much more quickly than his 
creator. The book was an immediate best-seller, though the Boston Public 
Library banned it from its Children's Room on account of its language. 
Most reviews were flattering, especially that of Twain's best literary 
friend, William Dean Howells, who wrote that "only Tom Brown and 
Tom Bailey were the boys in books who might deserve to rank with Tom 
Sawyer."•• 
The book market was dominated by the dime novel. Dime novels did 
not originate in 1876, even though Beadle's Dime Library pioneered a 
change in format from pocket-sized to folio page. Buffalo Bill was by far 
the most popular hero. Horatio Alger's works continued to be popular.•• 
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Three unique books appeared in 1876. Helen's Babies by John Hab-
berton, a humorous book recounting the ridiculous experiences of an in-
dulgent bachelor uncle called upon for extensive baby-sitting; Robert's 
Rules of Order by Major Henry M. Robert, a parliamentary manual pub-
lished at the author's expense and a tremendous best-seller from the first; 
and The Jukes by Richard Dugdale, a statistic-filled study implying that 
heredity outstripped environment in the formation of personality. 
The leading po~ts were Sidney Lanier who was attempting to isolate 
the principles of "Prosody," the "science" that holds poetry and music 
relative to identical laws, and Walt Whitman, not yet fully recovered 
from a paralytic stroke in 1873, who brought out yet another edition of 
Leaves of Grass, calling this one the Centennial Edition. Whitman was 
now white-bearded and corpulent. He looked very different from the 
handsome "Christ portrait" of a quarter-century earlier ... 
The national tradition of strong newspapers and strong editors was 
in full flower, although weekly journals, with regular features and wood-
cuts, provided a stiff challenge. The best-known editors included Charles 
A. Dana, the younger Bennett, John Foord. and Whitelaw Reid in New 
York; Murat Halstead in Cincinnati; Henry Watterson in Louisville; Evan 
P. Howell in Atlanta; Edward Rosewater in Omaha; Joseph Pulitzer in 
St. Louis; Joseph Medill and Wilbur Storey in Chicago; and Charles and 
Michael De Young in San Francisco. Newspapers had taken the lead in 
exposing corruption in government, canal-building, and particularly the 
Tweed Ring in New York City. 
* * * * * 
Theatre in America was illustrative of the tendency towards "de-
mocratization" of the arts. Edwin Booth was without peer as king of the 
thespians. His tour season in 1876 resulted in a financial success which 
freed him from the bankruptcy debt which had overtaken him in 1874. 
But popular taste was running more and more to variety, or vaudeville.•• 
In a class by itself and included on almost every program was minstrelsy. 
Nor had the popularity of Uncle Tom's Cabin waned. A conservative 
estimate is that there were thirty "Tom shows" on tour in 1876.•• Such 
troupes transported all the necessary actors, but depended upon the locali-
ty for enough hound dogs to chase Little Eva across the river. 
Despite efforts of moralist champions such as Anthony Comstock, 
daring productions offered energetic dancing and, by Victorian standards, 
scantily-clad women. Lydia Thompson's English company, billed as the 
British Bleach Blondes, had been appearing in New York to large crowds 
since their arrival in 1869. George Odell, who wrote in 1938 but shared 
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the point of view of the "old line" theatre-goers of 1876: 
One level of entertainment that was provided 
by such spots as the ambitiously named Thirty-
Fourth Street Opera House which advertised 
'twenty-five young and beautifully formed ladies' 
who did a grand Amazonian march and pre-
sented a comedy entitled 'How Americans Enjoy 
Themselves in Paris.' They were succeeded by 
Mrs. Avery's Female Minstrels, Wild Cahut 
Dancers, and the Parisian Can-Can. But even this 
triple attraction faded; newspapers soon adver-
tised that things had gone up: beginning on 
March 13, one could see the Female Bathers, the 
Can-Can, and Fifty Lovely Women ... 
A spate of shallow melodramas appeared following the slaughter of 
the Seventh Cavalry in June. The most melodramatic was written by 
Major "Arizona John" Burke who had already written several stories and 
plays for William F. Cody - Buffalo Bill. Burke let it be known that 
Cody, while in the West in mid-summer, had fought a grim duel with the 
young Sioux chief, Yellow Hand. Face to face with the muscular brave, 
Buffalo Bill, dressed in a Mexican suit of black velvet set off by silver 
buttons and lace and scarlet sashes, advanced upon his untrustworthy foe 
with pistol and knife. The courageous barbarian fell mortally wounded, 
victim first to a bullet, then to a thrust. Then, as Burke recounted it, 
Buffalo Bill leaped him upon, jerked off his gaudy war-bonnet and, in but 
five seconds, scientifically scalped his heathen enemy. With a victorious 
shout, Bill sprang to his feet and, waving his battle-prize aloft, cried out: 
"The first scalp for Custer!"" This story, appearing in the New York 
Herald during Cody's tenure on the New York boards, helped him to 
finish the season before crowded houses. 
• • • • • 
The American sportsman had traditionally fancied two sports -
shooting and horsemanship. 1876 proved no exception. The American 
Rifle Association (founded 1870) sponsored an International Rifle Match 
in mid-September at Creedmoor, Long Island and an ornate International 
Rifle Trophy was awarded to the United States.•• 
It was the Golden Age of horseracing. Goldsmith Maid, the most 
amazing trotting horse of all time, paced a mile in 2:14 at Philadelphia, 
tying the record she had set at Boston two years previously. The Maid 
was in her twentieth year, nearing the end of a glorious career which 
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counted 97 firsts, 16 seconds, 7 thirds, 1 fourth, and only 2 failures to 
place. In all, this great horse, used as a farm animal until age six, had won 
350 of 426 heats, and had brought in $364,200 in prize money.•• 
The year was made even more memorable to the trotting world by 
the death of the peerless Hambletonian who died on March 27 at the age 
of twenty-seven.•• Only a so-so pacer, this marvelous animal had been 
withdrawn from racing by his owner, William Rysdyk, and put out to 
stud. Hambletonian had become the most prolific stallion of all time, 
siring the almost incredible number of 1335 foals, some of whom, like 
Volunteer and Electioneer, became notable studs themselves. 
Horseracing was immensely popular. The most colorful jockey, Ed 
"Snapper" Garrison, whose name was becoming synonymous with the 
hair-raising finishes he so liked to arrange, was developing the technique 
of pacing one's mount.•• 
Predominance of the leisure class in sports had elevated the sail, the 
rifle, and the bridle to the foremost ranks of American gamesmanship. 
These had long been present; the revolutionary addition around 1876 was 
the ball. Two new games, polo and tennis, entered America in 1876. Polo 
was brought by James Gordon Bennett, Jr., the newspaper publisher, who 
had seen it played in England. Interest in the game spread rapidly; Ben-
nett offered a Challenge Cup and an elimination series was begun in June 
at Jerome Park ... 
Tennis had been introduced in 1874 from Bermuda. Originally known 
as "sphairistike," the game caught on but its name was changed. 
Two other ball games underwent major changes in 1876. At a con-
ference in the Massasoit House in November. representatives of five Ivy 
League colleges agreed to adapt rugby-type rules rather than soccer-type 
rules to American football.03 Professional baseball became an industry. 
Prior to 1876, the single organization controlling baseball had been the 
National Association of Professional Baseball Players, a group, as the 
name indicates, composed of the players themselves. William A. Hulbert, 
an officer in the Chicago White Stockings, took the lead in establishing an 
owners' association. In February, Hulbert led in forming the National 
League of Professional Baseball Clubs, comprised of all eight teams.•• 
The most startling accomplishment of the year in track and field was 
performed by Horace H. Lee of Pennsylvania who became the first 
American to run one hundred yards in exactly ten seconds.•• 
• • * • • 
American religion faced two colossal problems in 1876; industrialism 
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and its attendant social problems, and the "evolutionary hypothesis" and 
the resultant threat to traditional religion. These two "colossal problems" 
very nearly wrecked the churches. In 1876. Washington Gladden's book 
of Sunday night lectures, Working People and Their Employers, attempted 
to face the challenges to the dignity of the individual which were posed by 
gigantic and dehumanized industrial developments.•• It was a clear state-
ment of the need for the Social Gospel. 
During the year, Professor Thomas Huxley of England, the most 
eloquent and persuasive of the Darwinians, lectured throughout the 
country ... 
Churchmen divided in their reactions to him and the development 
thesis. In Buffalo, Bishop A. Cleveland Coxe of the Protestant Episcopal 
church denounced him and science as hostile to both religion and the 
American nation. However, Rev. Charles F. Deems, in his New Year's 
Day speech of dedication at Fisk University, claimed that "all true science 
is a true sight of God."•• He maintained that science and religion were 
not incompatible but complementary. Such an adjustment to scientific 
claims was not so facile for many. 
Dwight L. Moody had begun his first American revival the preced-
ing year in Brooklyn. During 1876 he preached repentance and salvation 
to thousands in Philadelphia, New York, and Chicago.•• In each city, the 
revivals were begun with great ceremony, attended by the leading politi-
cal, social, and business figures. Attendance was impressive: one study 
determines that about 16,000 persons were involved daily in the New York 
revival.•• Comparable numbers were maintained in Chicago where 
"Moody's Tabernacle" had been constructed and presented to the 
evangelist.n 
Less dramatic were some other religious leaders and movements. 
Rabbi Issac Mayor Wise was giving strong leadership to the movement 
among Jews for reform. In 1876, he published a prayer-book, Minhag 
Amerika or American Rite ... Felix Adler, son of a New York rabbi, left 
the synagogue to form the Society for Ethical Culture... Formed in May 
1876, it purposed to be a religious society which should be practical as 
well as spiritual, and unhampered by sectarian religious dogmas. Both 
Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy and Pastor Charles T. Russell had recently founded 
groups which were experiencing early growth. 
Anti-Catholic feeling was running high. In November, Rev. J. W. 
Hamilton, a Methodist divine in Boston, preached on "The Great National 
Danger" citing "the Three R's - Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion." .. The 
alliterative words will be recognized by students of the 1884 presidential 
election. 
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Considerable controversy swirled around the first scientific crema-
tion in this country. The Theosophical Society, advocates of cremation, 
took charge of the affair. The body was that of Joseph Louis Henry 
Charles, Baron de Palm, Grand Cross Commander of the Sovereign Order 
of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, Knight of St. John at Malta, Prince 
of the Holy Roman Empire, late Chamberlain to His Majesty the King of 
Bavaria ... The Baron died in New York in May; the Theosophical Society 
took charge of the body until a "crematory" being constructed by Dr. 
Francis Julius Le Moyne near Washington, Pennsylvania, could be com-
pleted. The body, transported by train, was duly cremated in December . 
* * * • * 
Closely associated with religion was the issue of strong drink, tem-
perance, and total abstinence. Most ministers inveighed against the evils 
of drinking and morality plays flourished in theatres, among troupes, and 
in local dramatizations. The Rev. John B. Gough claimed to have signa-
tures of 140,000 ex-tapers who had "signed the pledge."•• Frances Willard 
dramatically split the Women's Christian Temperance Movement in No-
vember by declaring for the Home Protection Ballot... So doing, Miss 
Wilard joined those who demanded legislation to combat the social evil. 
Susan B. Anthony continued as leader of the demand for woman 
suffrage. She read a "Woman's Petition" paraphrasing the language of 
the Declaration of Independence, on July 4 at the Centennial Exhibition.•• 
The movement for equality for women made little measurable headway 
in 1876, but one important task was undertaken: Miss Anthony and a few 
friends retired to Tenafly, New Jersey, where they began to compile a 
complete history of the women's rights movement ... 
* * * • * 
In an article for the North American Review, Daniel Coit Gilman 
reviewed the century of American education. As to higher education, he 
found that 
there are a few institutions in the United States, 
governed by private corporations and endowed 
by capital varying from half a million to five 
millions of dollars; a few vigorous state universi-
ties in the West, governed by popular or legisla-
tive control, and supported partly from public 
lands, partly from the public bounty; and about 
three hundred small and ill-endowed colleges, 
some of which are doing excellent work, while 
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many of them seem to have no reason for their 
existence.•• 
Gilman assumed the presidency of the new Johns Hopkins University 
in 1876. He had spent 1875 traveling in Europe, studying education, 
especially graduate education. 
For years, the nation had been an international leader in the field of 
technology. The Centennial Exhibition provided a center for the demon-
stration of many of the more recent developments. The greatest contribu-
tion of the year, by all odds, was that of the telephone.•• Both Alexander 
Graham Bell and Elisha Gray won awards at the Exhibition for the 
"electric telephone," a curious duality which foreshadowed the long and 
costly lawsuit between the two men and their supporters. Remarkable 
work in engineering occurred. The Brooklyn Bridge was nearing com-
pletion and, to demonstrate the strength of the first cable, an engineer 
climbed to the top of the New York tower, mounted a boatswain's chair, 
and, as cannons boomed and witnesses cheered, swept across the river as 
if self-propelled ... Soon many daredevils were duplicating his feat, adding 
stunts to attract attention... Below New Orleans, Captain J. B. Eads, 
famous for the bridge at St. Louis which bears his name, undertook to 
deepen the mouth of the Mississippi River. Eads constructed jetties which 
forced the river into narrowed channels, thus forcing the river to cut its 
own passage.•• On the other hand, Major-General John Newton success-
fully used explosives to dislodge the reef under the East River at Hell's 
Gate.•• 
* * * • * 
Crime was rampant in the nation, winked at by policemen and 
tolerated by citizens. It was in 1876 that the phrase "tenderloin district" 
entered the policeman's lexicon; Captain A. S. Williams welcomed his 
transfer to a more affluent section of New York because larger bribes 
would mean better cuts of meat... W. M. "Boss" Tweed had escaped the 
preceding December but Spanish authorities had remanded him to Ameri-
can officials."' Returned to New York in December, he was lodged in jail 
awaiting a trial which never came. The most sensational crimes included 
the Northfield (Minn.) Bank Robbery by the James-Younger Gang in 
September, .. and the bizarre attempt to kidnap Lincoln's corpse from the 
handsome new "Lincoln Monument" in Springfield in November.•• The 
disputed presidential election, rife with charges and counter-charges, 
seemed a fitting climax to the immorality and amorality which had 
plagued pubic affairs. 
Public misbehaviour struck close to the White House when W. W. 
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Belknap, Secretary of the Interior, hurriedly resigned in May only a few 
hours before impeachment articles were considered.•• Robert C. Schenck, 
Ambassador to the Court of St. James, was recalled to face charges of 
fraud in connection with the Emma Mine scandal.•• The leading Republi-
can contender for the presidency, James G. Blaine, was on the defensive, 
fending off attacks stemming from the Mulligan Letters and their reputed 
contents. Blaine, who had earlier attacked the proposal for a general 
amnesty and attacked Jefferson Davis as well, took the Senate floor in 
June in a dramatic effort to clear his name prior to the Republican con-
vention one week later. He seems to have succeeded. Robert G. Ingersoll's 
moving nominating speech proclaiming Blaine a "plumed knight" also 
did much to dispel the challenges to Blaine's integrity. Democratic wags, 
unconvinced, noted that "an honest Blaine's the noblest work of Bob."•• 
Despite all, Rutherford B. Hayes, governor of Ohio, captured the 
Republican nomination for the presidency; Samuel J. Tilden, onetime 
prosecutor of the Tweed Ring and currently governor of New York, took 
the Democratic nomination. These two dominated the presidential race, 
although two other parties fielded candidates: the Independent National 
Party (referred to as the "Greenback Party") selected the aged but ad-
mired Peter Cooper, and the Prohibition Reform Party named the Rever-
end Green Clay Smith. The outcome of the election was not clear; it is the 
most famous electoral count in American history. The Republican Hayes 
was finally adjudged the victor by a special commission which did not 
.render judgment until 2 March 1877, only two days prior to Hayes' 
inauguration. 
* * * * * 
Studying a single year does present problems for the history student. 
But it also offers singular rewards: a different viewpoint into the histori-
cal narrative, a keen awareness of the immediacy of events, a recognition 
of the current perspective, a reminder of the complexity of the past. Those 
of us who can see the end from the beginning should discipline ourselves 
to this type of study. 
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